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QUARTET OF CADETS HELD UP BY ARMED
THREE MEN FIGHT WAY TO SEMI-FINALS
WORK PROGRESSING
BANDITS WHILE RETURNING TO COLLEGE
ON ENGrARCH, DAY IN SOUTHERN CONFERENCE BOXING TOURNEY
TAKE MANY VALUABLES
Visitors to Be
SCABBARD AND BLADE Distinguished
McBRIDE CHOSEN TO ENCOUNTER STRONG FOES
Present at Display on
Three Men Armed with Gun
March 24
Megginson, Medlin,
CHARTER IS SOUGHT
and Knives Detain Cadets
LEAD ALUMNI CLUB Captain
and Henley Win First
Two Hours

Local Sabre Club Seeks Membership in National MiliReturning from a week-end in
tary Society
Alabama, Sunday night about 10:
30, E. J. Adams, J. B. Wray, J.
F. Talley, and A. P. Rollins enThe Sabre Club of Clemson Colcountered, according to their own lege has petitioned for membership
stories, three of the toughest hold- in the National Society of Scabbard
up men in this section of the coun- and Blade. Scabbard and Blade is
try. They were forced to stop about a national military honor society
•five miles north of Gainesville, Ga., and should a local chapter be estoy a car containing the three men, tablished here, it would greatly enand were robbed of about $25 hance the military standing of the
worth of goods, including a suede college. Officers of the Sabre Club
jacket, several fraternity keys and hope that the chapter will be installed here before commencement.
about two dollars in cash.
The best drilled lieutenant in
The hold-up men, all of whom
were under the influence of liquor, the corps is to be selected within
-were driving a new Rockne car the next motnh by the Sabre Club
and began to annoy the cadets and awarded the title of "Honor
Indications are thai,
before they reached Gainesville with Lieutenant".
their reckless driving. In town the there will be plenty of opposition
hoys tried to dodge the drunks, but and keen competition amongst the
were followed out of town and "louies".
The Sabre Club will take in its
chased for about five males by the
Rockne when it drew along side yearly quota of members in the very
The officers of the
of the cadets' car and one of the near future.
men fired a shot. Then they push- military organization are: E. L.
ed on by the boys and stopped their Morris, Captain; O. B. Garrison, 1st
car lengthwise across the road, Lieutenant; B. C. Martin, 2nd. Lieutenant; and J. B. "Wray, 1st Serforcing the cadets to stop.
*S*„Three men stepped out of the geant.
'RocVjie and walked back to the car
which had been driven by J. B.
Wray. The men were well fortified with various weapons, one carrying a knife, one wearing brass
knucks and the other carrying a
pistol. After taking the key out of
Would Use Part of Activity
(Continued on page six)
Fee to Aid Work

There is quite a stir around the
Flight Battles
Savannah
Chapter
Honors
Engineering Building these days,
Member of Class of '14
where preparation for Clemson's
Captain Heffner's leather-pushsecond annual Engineering-Archiers
had the misfortune of drawing
tecture day Is progressing rapidly.
J. N. McBride was recently electThe various departments are work- ed president of the Clemson club the best men in the Conference for
their first fights in the Southern
ing hard, and this exhibition cer- of Savannah.
Mr. McBride was Conference boxing tournament at
tainly should 'be one of the out- graduated from Clemson in the
standing events of the year at class of '14 and during his college Charlottesville last Friday and SatClemson. The committee in charge career had many honors bestowed urday. The team gave a demonexpects to have several distinguish- upon him. He stood high in botn stration of gameness and courage
that was admired by everyone at
ed visitors present, and there will academic and military affairs.
the meet, although they won no
be a number of interesting lectures
Upon leaving Clemson, he became titles.
in the chapel.
connected with the Seaboard Air
In the first flight Tommy Lide
At the Engineering Building the Line railway and has been with
various departments are getting them ever since, with the exception fought Lloyd of Duke, the defendtheir programs in shape. The Ar- of the time he served in the World ing champion, a very close battle
chitectural department hopes to War as an aviator. He is at pres- only to lose the decision in the
have on display an exhibition of ent general agriculture and land third round of the bantamweight
class.
Japanese art obtained through a
settlement agent for the Seaboard
Eron Crow, featherweight, was a
New York agency. They will also
and has been located in Savan- victim of circumstances. He drew
exhibit some interesting new stu- nah for ten years.
Quarles of U. N. C, the prettiest
dent work in addition to presentMr. McBride since leaving col- all-round boxer in the tournament,
ing a play in the college chapel
lege has been actively associated and was kayoed in the second
that evening.
with the Clemson alumni associa- round after fighting a close first
The Mechanical Engineering detions and has been a most valued round.
partment will exhibit an interesting
member of the Clemson club in
Melvin Blitch fought Burns of
development of modern science, the Savannah.
Maryland
in the lightweight class.
perpetual motion turbine. The ElecThe other officers of the Savan- Blitch had his man groggy in the
trical Engineering department will
nah club are L. C. Haskall, vice first round only to nave Burns come
display, among other electrical depresident, and W. D. Hutchins, sec- back to draw the second round
vices, a minature electric railway retary and treasurer.
and gain a decision in the third
and a power transmission and disstanza.
tribution system.
C. Bannister drew the defendAmong the Civil Engineering exing
welterweight champion, Garhibits will be a model of a four
ner of N. C. State, and fought him
way traffic crossing.
This is a
on even terms In the first of the
possible solution to the present day
fight and apparently had the edge
traffic problems and will probably
of
the bout, but the decision went
be used in future highway and Training Being Given in the
to Garner amid booes from the enstreet
intersection
construction.
Y Pool
tire crowd.
This department- will also furnish
Bill Medlin defeated Rogers of
The Blue Key fraternity and sev- appropriate souvenirs of the ocDuring the past week, the swim- V. M. I. in his first fight via a
eral Juniors, invited by the Blue casion
ming pool of the Y. M. C. A. has kayo. He then met Stewart of VirKey, were guests of the Y. M. C.
(Continued on page four)
been the scene of lively activity.
(Continued on page six)
A. at an informal discussion held
Under the supervision of Mr. Roin the Y clubroom last week. The
mane Eaton, Red Cross Life Saving
purpose of the meeting was to talk
Examiner, students have been workover
several
important
campus
ing diligently towards attaining the
problems and to consider possible
cherished Life Saver's Badge. The
solutions.
tests were held Monday, Tuesday,
One of the most important matand Wednesday evenings of the Advisory Board Meets with
ters brought up pertained to minor
Will be Added to Files for past week.
Various holds, apathletics. It was stressed that these
Cabinet at Annual BanStudents'
Use
proaches,
and
other fundamentals
sports afford exercise to many caauet
were taken up, supplemented by
dets who do not have the time or
The
Department
of
Architecture
the teaching of new strokes and
the ability to take part in football
As has been the custom of the
and other major sports.
In re- is making a collection of miscel- other fine points with which the
cent years, due to the burden of laneous pictures to add to those in master swimmer should be famil- Y. M. C. A. for some time, the Cabinet-Advisory Board supper was
paying for the field house, the ath- the files of its library. These pic- iar.
Only those who are at least 20 held in the Y Cafe after Vespers
letic association has had to drop tures are mounted on cardboard
these sports as they are not self- and are of inestimable value to the years of age and have passed the Sunday night. In addition to the
supporting.
Charlie Moss gave a student of Architecture in the de- Senior Life Saving test are eligible Cabinet members and members of
resume of the interest shown and sign and presentation of his prob- to try for the Life Saving Exami- the Advisory Board, several outthe possibilities of the golf team, lems. In his work he needs not ners Badge. Those who are award- standing students and Clemson supand Graham Fisher did the same only pictures of buildings and de- ed these badges are also required porters were invited.
Browne Glenn, president of the
tails of buildings, but also of sculp- to keep up active swimming and
for the swimming squad.
ture,
paintings,
landscapes,
archaeY,
acted as master of ceremonies
instruction
in
swimming
either
at
It was pointed out that after this
year the burden of the field house ology, machines, human forms, cos- Clemson or elsewhere. The cadets for the evening. Rev. J. K. Goode
will be in a large measure lifted tumes, furniture, interiors, decora- who are eligible and are now en- offered the opening prayer followand some advocate reducing the tion, silhouettes, birds, animals, or- rolled for the examiner's badge ; are ing which a delightful supper was
Each man present was;
activity fee.
However, the con- nament, craftsmanship, and numer- O. R. Huskey, F. K. Rhodes, M . R. served.
Pictures in Van de Erve, George Basha, A. W. called upon to rise and introduce
sensus of opinion indicated that the ous other subjects.
Allison, C. S. Alston, and W. S. himself.
Blue Key joins with others ir ad- color are particularly desirable.
Almost
every
magazine
will
conCrawford.
Mr. Eaton was assisted
After the dinner, a report of the
vocating keeping the fee at its
present figure, but using part to tain a worthwhile picture, the ad- by Cadet L. J. Self, Professor G. work of his department was given
support minor a+hletics and to in- vertising sections are full of good H. Edwards, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, by each cabinet member. Mr. Holtcrease athletic facilities for the ideas and the rotogravure sec- and Theo Vaughan. These men have zendorff made a short talk thanking
student body as a whole, such as tions of newspapers are often very already passed the examiners test the various members of the faculbuilding more tennis courts and desirable. No doubt many readers and are rendering valuable assist- ty for the interest they are taking
in the Y and for the assistance
providing other avenues for exer- of this paper have old magazines ance in the worik here.
(Continued
on
page
six)
they
have rendered in the past.
(Continued
on
page
four)
cise.

BLUE KEY FAVORS
MINOR ATHLETICS

*•

DANCE AND SOCIAL
GIVENJY FROSH
Freshman Council Puts on
Excellent Affair in Y Gym

v.

Saturday night marked the beginning of a new episode in the social
life on the Clemson College campus
in the form of a social given by the
Freshman Council at the Y. M. C.
A.
The main feature of the evening
was dancing which was enjoyed in
the Y gymnasium by those present.
The gym was appropriately decorated in purple and gold with green
trimmings. Although the entire
force of the Jungaleers was not
present, several members of the
orchestra rendered enchanting melo_
dies which added greatly to the enjoyment of the dancers.
For those who did not care to
dance, various games were played
in the club room. Another popular feature of the occasion was the
serving of punch to both dancers
and those who were playing games.
Many popular young ladies from
Greenville, Anderson, and other
nearby towns were present, transportation being furnished by the
Y. M. C. A. and several individuals.
The affair was enjoyed by all
■present, and much credit is given
ito the Freshman Council.
It is
^oped than many such socials will
given in the future.

SEVEN CADETS ENTER
LIFE-SAVING COURSE

ARCHITECTURAL DEPT.
WANTS NEW PICTURES

Y CABINET SDPPER
HIGHLYJNJOYABLE

/?
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SNOOPS AND WHOOPS
By ALEX DIXON

'HE ROARS FOR CL.EMSON"

The
RICHMOND
COLLEGIAN
says
that
the
three
major
worries
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
of college men are the sheep-skin,
college session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
tbe pig-skin, and the skin he loves
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- to touch—He gets the sheep-skin
lege, South Carolina.
by the skin of his teeth, the pigskin skins him alive, and the skin
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
he loves to touch is soon kin to
Member Intercollegiate Press
him.—The Cadet.
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EDITORIAL
There is a portion of the War Department appropriation
bill before the HJouse of Representatives which, if p'assed, is
going to be of untold benefit to the unemployed youth of the
nation. This bill provides for the establishment of camps in
various parts of the country, furnishing food and board, as
well as useful employment for eighty-eight thousand unemployed youths of high school and college age.
These camps will be conducted along the same lines as the
Citizens Military Training Camps which are held each summer. Men between the ages of fifteen and twenty-one will be
taken in for a period of one year. Any man who has, a prospect of getting work will be immediately discharged to make
room for others. Life in these camps will be far from a "soft
snap", but it will keep nearly ninety thousand young men out
of the bread lines and off the roads of the country.
In keeping with the general trend toward economy now
gripping the country, no extra expense will be necessary to
house these men. Buildings which are not occupied at present
will be used. Uniforms will be furnished from the surplus
now on hand.

The KENTUCKY KERNEL tells
us that in a recent study of "Problems of Freshman College Girls",
released at Columbia University,
Dr. Eugene A. Leonard reports that
66 per cent of the co-eds Interviewed at Syracuse University talk
over their love affairs with their
mothers. If this he true, you "Romeos" had better be cautious about
the type of information which you
impart to your "one and only".
Osculation became the subject of
ft formal debate at McGill University recently, and it was only after
a long and serious argument thai
the negative side won the debate on
"Resolved: that the shorter the
kiss the longer tne bliss".
The
affirmative side used the M'arginal
Utility theory to show that the law
of Diminishing Returns held true
where the satisfaction accruing from
the kiss was concerned, and it was
only through the extensive use of
personal experiences and graphs
that the negative side gained victory.—The Plainsman.
Speaking of inspections, the cadets at Citaael are inspected for
proper dress as they report leave
on furlough and for liquor as they
report return.
It may be truly
said of that institution that they
get you "both going and coming"
—The Cadet.

As a protest against the co-eds'
adoption of football as one of their
major sports, the men students of
Melbourne University have taken
to knitting.— What will happen
next?

According to THE TECHNICIAN
of N. C. State the waiters of the
University of Georgia have formed
a fraternity. To be a member, the
"colored lad" must have served as
butler to a Greek letter fraternty,
and he must attend all the football
games.—"Tom" should get his mess
hall boys together—at least, they
could fulfill the latter requirement.

This measure is not the most important matter before Congress in the amount of money concerned, but it will have a
telling effect upon the lives of many unfortunate youths who
are now engaged in eking out a living "as best they can". Second Semester Enrollment
About a million and a quarter boys and young men graduate
The following is a report from
from high schools and colleges every year. For the last three the Registrar concerning the enyears only a small percentage of this number has been able rollment at Clemson for the second
to secure employment. How the rest of them are getting a semester:
living is a matter of national concern. Many of them are
Day Students
GO
Day Cadets
72
no doubt driven to dishonest means of securing the necessiRegular Cadets
1021
ties of life. The War Department's plan will by no means
Total
H53
take care of all these unfortunates, but it is a step in the right
direction.
I ?(I "

FAMOUS REMARKS
For the last few days there has been a new ruling in effect
which has kept the Corps for a certain length of time for
each meal. While this is no doubt a very good plan, it does
not seem to meet with the approval of most of the
members of the Corps. The method which these men have
chosen to show their disapproval is not the best, but it shows
that something is amiss.
It seems to be just a little unfair to detain a thousand men
in order that the other two hundred need not rush through
their meals. Quite a few of the men so detained may have
matters to be attended to before class. After supper the
men wish to get to different meetings on the campus or in
barracks. Wouldn't it do just as well to dismiss the Corps
when the majority have finished eating???

It is blessed to give and always
will be, but it is more blessed to
use intelligence in reducing the necessity of giving.—Charles A. Beard.
By common consent of all the
nations and all the ages the most
valuable thing in this world is the
homage of men, whether deserved
or undeserved.—Mark Twain.
It is only the ignorant who know
the joy of making sensational discoveries.—F. W. Boreham.
love was the creator of all the
<rreat thoughts and great deeds of
men in all ages.—Lafcadio Hearn.

How'dy, folks, how do you do?
i hope all you happy readers have
enjoyed a fancy week-end, even tho'
this is Thursday, and you are already looking forward to the next
one. May I say then, that I wish
you all a merry and prosperous
coming week-end, to say nothing of
all the week-ends to come.
The above paragraph is an example of the wandering mind or
what is so commonly termed as
"flying off on a cotangent". Meaning that the writer has no idea
what he is going to say, and, for
the lack of anything else, starts in
by saying practically nothing. You
know what I mean, you haven't
slept through every chapel. Can't
you place having heard such effusive spouts as this? "As I stand
here looking into so many happy
faces, etc.
. !"
Oh yea!, the dance last Friday
night; one of the best of the
smaller dances given this year. The
decorations were few but most effective, and the music was that
same consistent Jungaleer rhythm,
which is ever increasing in popularity. Everybody had a good time.
And Frank "Regie" Schirmer is
fast becomming a "rowdy-dowdy".
He was at the dance and paying a
conspicious amount of attention to
one girl. I only wish I could tell
you more about this beautiful romance, but its an awful long story,
and if a copy of this should get to
Charleston—oh, Frank!
You can't keep a good first sergeant down. Take Worth Barron
for an example.
There's a boy
with a way with the women.
(Sounds like Dr. Kinard with all
the alliteration). Every heart missed a beat and the orchestra almost
stopped playing when "Doll Baby"
and Worth made their entrance.
What a striking couple! Must be
love, eh, what, Worth?
A co-ed wanted to know if she
could make some contributions to
this column and she was a good
looking co-ed too.
She said she
enjoyed this one. That's the first
bouquet wo have ever gotten, and
it helped, too.
Julian Hankinson went around
at the dance telling all the little
girls that he was a freshman. One
girl actually got mad.
What do you think of a boy who
would go to see a girl in one town
when he should have gone to see
still another girl in another town?
It's the height of something, CliffOscar, did you ever stop to think
what that column head of yours
looks like, and what impression
it gives at once?
The last issue of THE TIGER
was the first to carry the name of
the editor of this column, and, as
might have been expected, from
that time he has received a constant barrage of threats to stigmatize the scribbler.
On the other
hand there have been a few helpful criticisms and suggestions which
are always appreciated and highly
desirable.
Please remember that
the column is everybody's and that
it is not a one man proposition by
any means. Hints, criticisms, suggestions, and the like are necessary
in making a column of this nature
worth the space it occupies.
So
come on and make a few contributions.
Some people become so flattered
and carried away with themselves
when they see their name in print
for the first time. They are unaccustomed to such publicity, even
on such small scale, and their first
natural inward Impulse is to preRural Hall, N. C—(IP)—It was,
recently decided by a magistrate's
court here that a teacher has a right
to whip a child the second time if
the pupil says the first whipping
did not hurt.
Parents of the child had the
woman teacher haled into court on

ten'd to be enraged, while actually
their real feeling is one of pride
and self-infatuation.
It's no less
than a sensation.
That's how a
person is judged when he "shovels
so much wind" auout having his
name appear in this column. Nothing will be said to bring stain
and blemish to that good old family name, we assure you.
It's jus' a little phrase in the way
of advice,
That's been handed thru these
years;
The roses and posies are easy to
take,
But • it's hard to swallow the
jeers.
Oh, there's an art to puffing ana
blowing.
Bragging and ringing your own
bell.
It's a simple matter to dish 'em
out,
But sump'n' else to take 'em as
well.
Of course it's a matter of personal
opinions.
But I douot if they'll differ an
ounce.
It's not how well you can dish 'em
out,
But how you can take 'em that
counts.
With this in mind we shall proceed with an aim to satisfy, and
with a prayer on our lips that
there shall never be any hard feelings or misunderstandings aroused
by the contents of this column.

*I

Roosevelt Praised by
Former Classmate
Cleveland, O.—(IP)— Presidentelect Franklin D. Roosevelt is recalled by many Harvard University
graduates here as the "Rosy" of
their college days.
Rob - Roy Alexander, Cleveland
investment broker who was in the
same class with Roosevelt and served, as a class officer with the president-elect, tells of some of his recollections of Roosevelt in College.
"He was a lanky, good-natured
boy," Alexander said, "and one, of
the most popular men in iii"* class.
He was elected chairman of the senior class in 1904 almost without opposition. Although he was a good
track man, his main interest was
people. Wherever you found a group
assembled, you were almost sure to
find Rosy.
"After graduation the clas3 was
almost split by a faction that we
called 'the Back Bay Boys' from
Boston. They wanted to run the
class because they were in closer
touch with the university. As chairman of the class. Roosevelt delivered
a speech at the Swampscott reunion
and. succeeded in bringing both factions into perfect harmony."
Roosevelt roomed in old Westmorly Court, some distance from
"the yard," where most of the dormitories were located. He was always recognized, even at a distance,
by the peculiar shake of his head
when he walked.
Roosevelt did not know at that
time that many of his college mates
would become well known political
figures. United States Senator Robert J. Bulkley and Gilbert Bettman,
attorney general of Ohio, were in
the class ahead of him. Arthur A.
Ballantine, now president of the
Harvard Union, debating society, in
his senior year. Ogden Mills, secretary of the treasury, and Congressman Chester C. Bolton were in the
class just below Roosevelt.

The absent-minded professor we'd
like to schedule is one who would
lecture to his steak and cut his
classes.
the contention that she had no
right to administer the second
whipping because no offense hac
been committed. The teacher's de
fense was that the second offeni
was ridiculing the teacher bef^
another pupil.

»
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of Hannibal Morris and Beach Nut
Wray.
that Bill Ashmore has a cute
little red wool night cap that he
wears with his blue striped pajamas.
that it is ninny how boys like
to appear so important. Ask Cornelius CuminingB how big it makes
you feel to write oat a pass to a
young lady to go to the free football game.
Ah, another triangle.
Beware, Moushe Sloan.
that although everyone has his
■•Sis".
that Babe Hunt was mighty own opinion of who Oscar is, he
That he
anxious to find out who the good- hopes you are wrong.
looking dame was that Craig had. hopes you have enjoyed him, and
Beware, Miller.
Ah, another tri- that he has had a lot of fun. G'by,
folks.
■
(Signed) OSCAR.
angle.
that Red Fordham had better
check up oa his stock. The Big
Wheel '.3 roiling again.
that Dan Stoudemire will nevThe Clemson Alumni club is
er have any use for minature windsponsoring a dinner to be given on
shield wipers on glasses.
that all the howl that is being Friday night, March 17, in the
put up by the Day Cadets gives dining room of the Franklin hotel
him a pain. They should stay in at Spartanlburg. The manager of
barracks, subjected to the iron hand the dining hall is an old Clemson
that Col. West will die of
nicotemia if he doesn't stop smoking all those weeds. Why the little fellow lights one from the other
all day.
that among those who rush to
the Y to save seats for the free
show is Co-ed Mary Earle who reserves a place for none other thaii
Pep Bowie, the scoring marvel.
that if Ackis doesn't want the.
disfavor of tne co-eds, he had better stop calling Ethlyn Mitchell

that since this is his last appearance, everyone can afford to
relax a little
And that he knows
Snoops and Whoops is glad that
he is out of the way.
that if rumors made truths,
Bob Miller and Babe Hunt would toe
caught in a rice shower when prosperity turns the corner.
that J. Craig, in all seriousness, once informed an Anderson
girl that he is the most handsome
boy at Clemson. Cut across, Craig.

WITH THEJLUMNI

PAGE THREK
man and one of her staunch supporters. All who wish to attend the
dinner are requested to notify Prof.
E. H. Schuler, a Clemson graduate
who is a professor at Wofford college and who is secretary of the
club, in order that reservations can
be made. •
Probably it will interest some of
the Clemson college alumni to know
that Clemson has more graduates
teaching in South Carolina than any
other college in the United States.
R. H. Hughes, '3 2, recently married Miss Joyce Kellette of Spartanburg. Mr. Hughes was the only
member of the class of '32 to
take a B. S. degree in both Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
He is now associated with the Price
Machinery Company of Spartanburg.
Plans are now being made for
the class reunions to be held during the regular commencement exercises in June.
The classes of
'03, '08, '13, '18, and probably

others will have reunions.
Bruce Hagood, class of '03, a
noted banker and president of a
cotton mill in Easley, died at his
home in Easley on Wednesday,
February 22.
GOLF TEAM BEGIXS PRACTICE;
SEVERAL, TENTATIVE MATCHES
The prospects for the Clemson
golf team,
according to Gene
Adams, the manager, seem exceptionally bright this season.
The
team has lost three veterans, Chapman, Dashiell, and Johnstone, who
with Moss, the only regular remaining, composed the team that ended in a three-way tie for first place
in the state last year.
No places on this year's team
have been assured anyone and already eight candidates are working
to get in shape. More candidates
are expected to try out when thw
first regular practice is called. Although no matches have been definitely arranged, Adams has in
Wne matches with Wofford, University of Richmond, Emory and
Furman.

\

ILLUSION:

Look at this remarkable lady... with three lovely and
perfect heads... all attached to a normal body. She
appears to sit on the stage, with the lower part of her
body concealed by flowers. She can wink, smile, and
nod. She can talk, laugh, and sing—all at the same
time. Thousands of people have seen this feat of magic
and pronounced it a wonderful sight!
EXPLANATION:

Audiences used to pay an extra fee to go behind the
scenes to see how this trick was worked. They discovered that the three-headed woman was merely a
reflection in a mirror. The glass showed the heads of
three girls but the body of only one. The other two
were cleverly hidden so that only their heads showed
in the mirror.
SOURCE:

"Magic Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions"
by Albert A. Hopkins...Munn & Co., New York

It's fun to be fooled
... it's more fun to KNOW
This "three-headed woman" trick goes
'way back to the early days of magic.
Also old is the suggestion that protection for your throat and freedom from
coughing can be achieved through some
magic trick.
THE EXPLANATION: The easiest cigarette on your throat is the cigarette that
is made from the choicest, ripe tobaccos.
Cheap, raw tobaccos are, as you
....^ would naturally expect, harsh to the

throat. Ripe, costly tobaccos are mild,
mellow—gentle. The question is whether
a cigarette is made from cheap tobacco
or the more expensive grades.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand.

American men and women have smoked
more billions of Camels than any other
brand because of the appeal of more expensive tobaccos and matchless blending.
Won't you stack up your own experience
with a cigarette made from milder, costlier tobaccos...against magic claims about
"cigarettes and your throat"?
Try fresh Camels—in the air-tight,
welded Humidor Pack that seals the
freshness and coolness, the mildness and
flavor of Camels... inside.

JVO TRICKS
.. JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS

BLEND
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exhibition should encourage all
students to do their utmost to
make this an even greater success.

Time is getting short, and all
Engineering and Architecture students are asked to lend their hearty
cooperation to their divisional representative. Those who have signed pledge cards and who have not
paid are requested to do so immediately, as there are many obligations incurred in the preparations, and these must be met
VESPER SERVICES
here at Clemson. However, in the promptly.
A complete program will be pubfinal comparison of all activities,
Dr. C. A. Jones, secretary and Clemson is slightly aJbove the aver- lished in a later issue of THE
TIGER.
treasurer of all the Baptist work in age for colleges of this state.
South Carolina, was the speaker
at Vesper Services Sunday evening.
ARCHITECTURAL DEPARTMENT
PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
In his talk, he compared Gideon's
WANTS NEW PICTURES
preparation for the battle with the Thursday—The Penguin Pool Mur(Continued from page one)
Midianites to the battle of life toder.
or other periodicals ready to be
day. He went so far as to say that Friday—Half-Naked Truth.
discarded. If they desire to give
all our successes and battles of life Saturday—Broadway Bad
them
to the department for this
are measured in character. He con- Monday—The Conquerors
purpose
it is only necessary to notitinued by saying that the things Tuesday—'Whistling in the Dark.
fy a member of the Architectural
which we possess outside of our- Wednesday—Come on, Danger.
faculty or phone 12-W and some
selves may be taken away, but COMING— "Topaz", "No Man of
one
-will call for them. By doing
those things which are within us Her Own", "State Fair", "Hello,
this you will be helping the stuwill always remain in our pos- Everybody", "What, No Beer?",
dents acquire a reference library at
session.
"Clear All Wires".
a time when funds are not availDoctor Jones said the two esable for purchases.
sentials necessary for the battles
WANT THE FREE SHOW?
of life are: normal courage, or that
The library of the Department of
quality which prevents .us from
By arrangement with and parti- Architecture contains many slides
fearing the hard tasks of life; and cipating in the Student Activity Fee and plates on Architecture, Paintfine faith, or that quality that will students at Clemson enjoy seeing ing, Sculpture, Furniture, and alnot let us be defeated until we are pictures at the Y. During the past lied subjects which are accessible
licked on the inside.
In conclu- few years, the Y has adopted the to any one interested and it is
sion, he said that all of life's bat- policy of running one picture each hoped the public will make use of
tles are either won or lost by the week free for the cadets and stu- them, together with the pictures
feeling within us before the battle dents who pay the activity fee. This now being assembled.
begins.
past year many exceptionally good
At the beginning of the services pictures have been shown.
a cadet quartet sang a special seThese pictures are well attended
lection.
and are run one time on Friday

/yems '

OVER

150 ATTEND THE
PARENT-SCOUT MEETING

Last Friday night the club rooms
of the Y were filled to capacity as
more than 150 representatives of
the Boy and Girl Scouts of Clemson
met there.
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun is chairman
of the Troop Committee. Others on
the committee are Mr. G. H. Edwards, Mr. G. E. Metz, Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff and Mr. G. H. Aull.
M'iss Lurline Hicks is in charge of
the Girl Scouts. Mr. Karl Neussner
Is the Assistant Scout-master under
whom most of the work is done.
Patrol leaders of the boys include
Fred Calhoun, Al Jensen and Herbert Lindsay.
SENIOR COUNCIL
The Senior Council held its weekly meeting at the Y. M. C. A. Friday evening, February 24. There
was no business to be discussed.
The President, H. J. Webb, introduced Prof. W. W. Burton as the
speaker for the evening. Professor
Burton takes great interest in the
Y. M. C. A. and other activities on
the campus. His topic for discussion was "The Moral Attributes of
God". He explained the reality and
sameness of God. He then turned
the meeting over to a round table
discussion.
At the conclusion of
the discussion, the group adjourned.
B. S. U.
The Baptist Student Union met in
the Baptist Parsonage Sunday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. Dr. C. A.
Jones, secretary and treasurer of
all the Baptist work in South Carolina, was present at this meeting
and save some very interesting information regarding the status of
the various colleges of the state
as to the Baptist activities at each.
The University of S. C. and
Winthrop College have the largest
Baptist student attendance, with
Clemson holding third place. Clemson has the largest participation of
students in Y. M. C. A. activities
and also the largest percentage attending church. Winthrop has the
largest number attending Sunday
School, with an average attendance
of ahout five hundred. Sunday
School attendance is the weak point

and four times on Saturday. This
schedule affords practically every
cadet an opportunity to see thirty
or thirty-five feature pictures each
year even though he is broke. Also
quite a number of short reels depicting life in many countries are
shown free for students.
The Y
equipment is available for the various departments of the college to
run educational pictures. In addition to these reels regular pictures
are run at which admission is
charged.
Clemson offers a larger
variety uf pictures than any other
town or city in this section of the
state where there are two picture
houses.
According to rumor, some few students have objections to the free
shows. However, a number of cadets have requested that the Y
continue to run these shows for the
benefit of the students. These requests will likely determine the
policy of this service in the next
twelve months.
Students interested in the continuation of this activity of the Y should communicate
by companies with Mr. Holtzendorff.

SWIMMERS GETTING IN SHAPE
FOR MEETS AT EARLY DATES
According to Graham Fisher, captain of the swimming team, arrangements are now being completed for a match with Furman
University at Greenville, Saturday,
March 4.
The list of tentative engagements
includes two matches with Furman,
two with P. C, and one with Emory University.
There are 11 men now training
regularly, and new men are invited
to come down to the Y and try
out.

WORK

PROGRESSING
OX ENG.-ARCH.

Many Lave expressed the opinion
that this way of advertising the
college is one of the best ever produced.
Tho effect of last year's
Engineering-Architecture Day is already discernible as there are more
enrolled <r> the Engineering and
Architectural departments than any
department in the college.
The
tremendous success of last year's

Six

Hundred Cadets Partici- Members of Winning Team
to Get Gold Basketpate in Intra-mural
balls
Contests

Cooperating with Dr. Lee W. Milford, Director of Physical Education, the Y. M. C. A. has already
arranged over 400 intramural contests for Clemson cadets.
These
include company basketball games
volleyball games, company swimming meets, tennis matches, wrestling matches, and other sports.
Classes looking toward the correction of bad or weak arches were
held by Mr Fred Kirchner and
members of the class in Health Education taught by Dr. Milford.
Recently seven cadets passed the
tests required of the American Red
Cross to become Examiners for
swimming tests. These men in addition to the present examiners,
Messrs. Holtzendorff, Vaughan, and
Edwards, ■will constitute a corps
of swimming instructors to encourage every person at Clemson to become a good swimmer.
The Y
pool is heated to a comfortable de-

The Company Basketball Tournament got under way last Monday
under the direction of Fred Kirchner. New back-boards had been put
up, the floor repainted, and new
basketballs bought, all in readiness
for the start Monday night.
By a process of elimination prior
to the tourney, a standing of the
teams was determined. Each team
played twelve games. To be eligible for the tournament, each player had to participate in at least
six games, or fifty per cent of the
total number played by his company.
gree most of the time.
Special
groups may make arrangements to
use the pool by communicating
with Mr. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. Already
a num'ber of groups of scouts and
others have availed themselves of
the.se and other facilities.
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BERRY BEAUTY SHOP
Special for a Short Time—EUGENES WAVES $3.50
ggigigiigiisiaigiiHiWMXiMM^

LAW?
Former Federal Judge Edwin L.
Garvin says: " A keen mind, sound
judgment and unflagging industry
are required to digest the volumes
of laws and decisions facing the
practitioner today. The young lawyer can no longer practice by ear
and intuition. The science of the
law is exacting and difficult."
ONLY "a keen mind" can absorb
the volumes of information
which must be at the finger tips of the
young lawyer today. Perhaps that's
why in this profession, as in our leading colleges, a pipe is the favorite
smoke. You see, it helps a man concentrate . . . clears cobwebs from
his brain.
Try a pipeful of Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco — the favorite smoke
among college men. *Notice how that
blend of fine old burleys really helps
you think out a difficult problem.
Edgeworth is distinctive . . . that's
why you'll like it. You'll know —
after your first puff. Want to try it
before you buy? Just write to Larus
8C Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Virginia.
* A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges

SMOKING TOBACCO
DAY

MANY MEN TAKE PART COMPANY BASKETBALL
IN COMPANY SPORTS TOURNEYJEGINS AT Y

After College
WHAT?

EDGEWORTH

(Continued from page one)
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Buy Edgeworth
anywhere in two
forms—Edgeworth
Ready-Rubbed
and Edgeworth
Plug Slice. All
sizes — 151! pocket
package to pound
humidor tin. Some
sizes in vacuum
sealed tins.

, EXTRft .
,ftGH GRADE

RFADYRUBBtDj

Treat yourself to a month of

sunny living
YOUR health influences your reaction to undergraduate life. You need plenty of vitality to
make good in the classroom, and in the various
activities of the school.
Too often common constipation is permitted to undermine health and energy. Overcome it by eating a delicious cereal.
Try Kellogg's ALL-BRAN for a month, and
see how much better you feel. Two tablespoonfuls daily will promote regular habits. ALLBRAN supplies "bulk," vitamin B and iron.
Ask that it be served at your fraternity house
or campus restaurant.
The most popular ready-to-eat cereals
served in the dining-rooms of American
colleges, eating-clubs and fraternities
are made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.
They include Kellogg's Corn Flakes,
PEP Bran Flakes, Rice Krispies, Wheat
Krumbles, and Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT
Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag Coffee — real
coffee that lets you sleep.
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"E" DOWNS "BAND" TO
WIN INTRAMURAL FLAG

THE REALM OF SPORTS

railing 1 he i ig ers
4 with JOE
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SHERMAN

Along with the financial depression, Clemson has been hard hit for
a couple of good punters since the
crash in 1929. Since Coach Neely
has been at Clemson he has been
forced to play his games without access to a really educated, toe to boot
the old pigskin out of danger when
need be. But judging from some
of the kicking that we have seen in
the spring practices, prosperity in
this particular field has at last
wormed its way around that corner.
And it should be with us at least
three years. The real feature of
the game Friday was the punting
exhibition that was put on by
Pennington and Troutman. Both of
these boys can give that hog's hide
a mighty wallop, and they got off
eome exceptionally long ones that
day.

real honest-to-goodness good old
country basketball ■— One of the
teams putting up a great howl because they couldn't use their own
ball—It was an outdoor one with
raised seams—A wisecrack from the
Seneca team: "Don't unlock the
doors or they'll run out"— Those
cute little uniforms (Red shirts and
white ducks)—Shots from the center of the floor that fell on the
foul line—Numbers printed on the
white shirts with yellow crayon-i—
The coach who couldn't tell his
twin forwards apart—Coaches Neel>
and Davis looking for prospects—
Head-splitting screams every time
a goal was made—Players running
faster than they could I dribble—
Plenty of lassies who looked wonderful from a distance—Bco Jones
all out of breath from blowing the
whistle—Some Clemson co-eds yell*
Clyde Pennington opened the ing for the old Alma Mater.
show early in the game with a
beautiful spirai that hit the ground
exactly 81 yards from the point
*
that it took flight. Troutman came
back with a GO yard boot. In seven
kicks Pennington averaged 51 yards,
while Troutman averaged 43 yards
for six kicks. That, ladies and gen- Win Seven out of Last Nine
tlemen, is exceptionally fine footto Break Even During
work, and there is little doubt that
Season
the Tigers will be greatly benefltV
ed by a duplication of this long
After losing seven out of their
distance punting next fall.
first nine games, Clemson's representatives on the hardwood court
Now that the quintet has packed turned the situation around, won
away the basketball togs, the fore- the last seven out of nine contests
most question in the athletic circles engaged in to gain a 500 per cent
of the campus is, "What will the record, and turned what in midbaseball team be like this year?" season appeared to be a disastrous
Now that does present a problem. season into a fairly successful year.
The first glance at the prospects
During the latter part of Christgives us perfect right to be a little mas holidays Coach Davis' men
down in the mouth. Last year the took a five day trip into Tennessee,
Tigers won the state flag with a defeating Tenn. State Teachers and
team d£ ten men. All ten received Sewanee, but dropping a roughletters for their services.
When and-tumble affair to Josh Cody's
the call for candidates is given in Commodores up at Vandy.
a few weeks only four of those men
Here things took a turn for the
will be available.
With the ex- worse.
The Yellow Jackets from
ception of Proctor, catcher, the Tech met the Tiger hardwood brientire infield has graduated; and gade and eked out a one point vicwith the exception of Clark, that tory. The Florida Saurians met the
hard hitting outfield will no longer Bengals twice on the home court
wield the willow for the Bengals. and took both battles.
The other two men returning are
Next, the Clemson quint journeyBurgess and Rivers.
ed 400 miles to Lexington, Kentucky, but came back with the
That does look bad. But anoth- small end, of a 67 to 18 score at
er glance makes us feel a great deal the hands of Coach Rupp's Univerbetter. It was a pretty tough as- sity of Kentucky cagers.
signment for two men to do all of
Another step downward occurthe pitching last year. "Footsie" red when the Carolina Gamecocks
Davis will rolieve that situation con- took the local five for a ride, down
siderably and then there will he in Columbia with a 47 to 26 score.
Clark to fall back on when the
Then, the Tiger team began to
going gets too strenuous.
That see red. In a hard fought return
there are some good prospects in contest with Kentucky they held a
the present senior class is backed team that had beaten them 50
by the fact that Clemson played for points a few weeks previous to a
the championship at camp last sum- five goal margin.
In the next encounter, the Furmer. If everyone who thinks that
he might have a chance to get in man Hurricane was practically douthe lineup will turn out for the bled, 31 to 16. The Bengals held
team it is more than likely that the their opponents to three field goals
Tigers will put up a mighty strug- with a perfect deiense.
t>' gle to defend their crown.
The Saturday following, Presbyterian was met at Clinton and deWell, it seems as though the box- feated by a score of 3 8 to 25 in a
^
ing team did not go as far as we wild and haphazard contest.
expected them to in the conference
After taking these two games, the
meet. But some of the boys put local cagers allowed the Furman
up good scraps in the initial rounds, quint to nose them out by a one
'
and Medlin, Henley, and Meggin- point margin, 27 to 26, in a return
son battled their way to the semi- game in Greenville.
finals.
However, if you care to
On February 14 the Tiger team
take a peek at the Tigers' assign- hit its stride. For the first time
ments for the first day, you will in years, a Clemson basketball team
V-find that they were pitted with the defeated the TJ. of Georgia, five. The
very best men that the conference firm, of Dobson and Dillard, doing
had to offer. It is not often that business at forward for the Benan unknown steps into the ring gals, marked 20 points on the credit
\nd floors the champion on. the side of the ledger and were the out?<
standing men in the contest which
Nt day.
gH
,
the C. A. C. team took, 35 to 25:
In a return game wltii.:-flie AthenHLIGHTS on the Oconee Counasketball Tournament:
Some ians, the Purple and Gold gladia-

TIGER FIVE CLOSES
SEASONJITH SPURT

tors outplayed them again, in the
roughest game seen on tne home
court this year ,and won 36 to 29.
Friday night of the same week,
the Clemson quint went to Spartanburg and defeated a powerful
Wofford five, who up until that
time were undefeated in the state,
by a lone goal, 30-28.
In the fourth game of the week,
a small and, weak Presbyterian
team lost by exactly 50 points, 5 6
to 6, to a fast and accurate-shooting Clemson five.
The Yellow Peril continued its
assault and triumphed over the
Wofford Terriers on the home court,
February 20, by a close margin, the
final score being 26 to 23.
The following night, the Bengals
met the strong bunch of Texans
from the U. of South Carolina and
gave them the scare of their lives.
They were the first to hold the
Gamecocks under 30 points. The
Birds found the defense of the local five hard to pierce and gained
their 8 point lead via the foul
route, each team having 8 held
goals to their credit. The final score
was 2 8 to 20, in favor of the Birds.
The scorer's book is closed. The
last whistle has blown.
Johnson
Craig and J. W. Davis have donned their court togs for the last
time at Clemson.
The basketball
season of 1932-1933 is over!!
Retired Yale Professor
. Makes HoIe-in-One
New Haven, Conn.—(IP)— Prof
George L. Hendrickson of Yale, who
is 67 years old, last week was believed to be the oldest, or one of
the oldest, men in the country to
make a hole-in-one in golf.
On the difficult fifteenth hole on
the Yale course, and using a No.' 2
iron, Prof. Hendrickson sank the
ball in the cup from a distance of
147 yards. The hole is one of the
most difficu't short holes of the
course.

SPRING SPORTS GRASP
ATTENTION OF CADETS

COACH HOWARD TO RE SPLENDID PUNTING
IN PRACTICE GAME
WITH TRACK SQUAD
Forty Men are Vieing for Grid Teams Again Fail to
Score in Defensive Struggle
Places Among Cinder Pushers
For the past three weeks, the
members of Clemson's last year's
track team have been working out
daily in preparation for the meet
.vith Georgia here on April 1. The
training so far has consisted principally of setting-up exorcises and a
.ew laps around, the quarter-mile
track. The heavier work will be=in within the next few days when
Coach Howard takes the squad in
aand.
Despite the fact that there are
35 or 40 men out now, there are
few, if any, of them assured of a
place on the team. The field is
still open to anyone who wishes to
demonstrate his ability as a cinder artist.
Some of the men whom the
coach is counting on to represent
Clemson in varsity competition
when the track season opens are as
follows:
100 yard dash: Lynn, Stevens.
220 yard dash: Lynn, Stevens,
Monts.
440 yard dash: Robinson, Hankinson, Smart.
8 80 yard dash: Roberts, J. D.
Lewis.
1 mile: Latimer, Watson, Suggs
2 mile: Latham, Altman, Bates
Low hurdles: Vance, Dozier, Simmons.
High hurdles: Spearman, Rawls,
Lipscomb, Gilmer.
Shot put: Craig, Dozier, J. M1.
Lewis.
Discus: Vance, J. M. Lewis, Dillard
Broad Jump: Hill, Robinson, Dillard.
High jump:
Craig, Bridge, Lipscomb, Hill.
Javelin: Blackwell.

Last Friday afternoon, the Blue
and White teams met in their second encounter of the spring football practice sessicn, and as in the
first game, kept each other from
crossing the goal line.
The contest was largely a punting duel between Troutman, tackle
for the Whites, and Pennington,
backfield man of the Blue eleven.
About five minutes after the beginning of the battle, Clyde Pennington sent the oval flying off of his
educated toe for a 7 0-yard, journey
through the ether. During the balance of the first period neither
team gained any considerable yardage.
A continuation of the punting
and some splendid broken-field running on the part of Pennington
marked the play of the second
quarter. Troutman booted the pigskin 60-odd yards, but Pennington
retaliated with one of equal length.
The White tackle, not to be equaled,
let another sail off of his cleated
shoe for a 50-yard traverse of
space.
The second half of the game
was nip-and-tuck throughout and
was featured by a great deal of
punting, which was, however, not
up to the standard set in the first
half.
The following men started: Blues
—Watson, Fellers, Kneece, Brown,
Wolf, Inabinet, Cummings, Pennington, Willimon, Lynn, and Stevens.
Whites: Shores, Horton, Troutman,
Black,
Heineman,
Louis,
Kirkconnel, Hinson, McCown, Cole,
and Cathcart.
Red Moore's head is a foot long
but he doesn't use it as a rule.
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COLLEGE STATIONERY

REDUCED
1 Box of 60 Sheets and Envelopes
to Match 49c
Shoe Polish per Box 5c
Palmolive Shaving Cream, Talcum
and Styptic Pencil in Glass All
For 39c
Colgates Tooth Paste Two Large
Tubes and 50c Tooth Brush All
For 49c

X. (2. dltazUn
3 in9 omvan
panu
&

)

s,no

_P, S. McCOLLUM, Manager

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE

PAGE SIX
QUARTET OF CADETS HF.DD UP

captured and were being held in
BANDITS the Gainesville Jail.
Monday
morning
Adams and
Wray went to Gainesville and iden(Continued from page one)
tified the thiee men.
They were
the car the yeggs insisted that they told that one of the men was an
only wanted fifty cents, refusing a ex-convict of the chain-gang out on
dollar bill offered them by one of bond, another was the owner of a
the boys. Then one of the men cafe in Gainesville and the third
pulled "YVray out of the car, and, was a young boy about eighteen
threatening to kill him, marched years old. These men are now behim off down the road. Finding ing held in Gainesville with bona
that the car did not belong to set at $2000.
Wray, but to Adams, Wray was
brought back and Adams taken out
SEVEN CADETS ENTER
to be "killed".
DIVE-SAVING COURSE
However
an
argument arose
(Continued
from page one)
among the men themselves during
Some
of
the
men who are now
which time one of the boys was
able to read che number and make working on this test will soon have
of their car, and Adams arranged a chance to reveal their proficiency
a swap of bis suede jacket and in passing on to others some of the
fifty cents for the Key to the car information given them. Swimming
and an overcoat the men had taken instruction for beginners was refrom them. In all, the cadets were sumed B'eb. 27. Anyone who would
detained by the hold-up for about like to Join one of these classes
may do so by getting in touch with
two hours.
After the hold-up the boys hur- Fred Kirchner at once.
ried to the next town and teleDaniel— What's this?
Going
pboned
the
Gainesville
police.
When they arrived at Clemson hunting in your stocking feet?
Boone—No, nitwit, in my stalking
there was a telegTam waiting for
them saying that the men had been feet.
UP
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ARMED

Despite the fact that the team
THREE MEN EIGHT THEIR
decision go the wrong way. The
WAY TO SEMI-FINALS first round was even, but Davis won no championships at the tourfloored Negri in the second round nament, the team made an admira(Continued from page one)
and the third appeared to be in ble showing and have tbe State
favor of Davis, but Negri got the Championship this year to their
ginia in the semi-finals.
Medlin decision.
credit.
looked very good in his first fight
and was coming along nicely in the
second, until Stewart connected a
"ight to Medlin's jaw and the
referee awarded the fight to Virginia in the first round.
Jack Henley entered the middleweight class and defeated Bussey
of V. P. I. in the first fight. Hen3
ley met a tartar in Smith of Virginia in his second, fight and lost
by a kayo in the first round.
Captain Megginson, lightheavy,
defeated Winslow of Duke in his
(ON R. O. T. C. CHECKS)
first drawing.
Winslow won the
first round, but "Hoss" came back
Watch Out for HOKE SLOAN'S New Sweatshirts,
to win the fight in the third and
Sport Shoes, and Spring Neckwear
the bell saved Winslow from a
kayo.
The referee intervened in
Megginson's next fight after he had
NEW TENNIS BALLS
and
GOLF BALLS
been floored by Collins of W. &
L., thus preventing Megginson from
going further by awarding the fight
to Collins via technical kayo.
Footsie Davis, heavyweight, met
for Men's Wear of the Better Class
Negri of V. P. I. and had obviously defeated him only to have the
aSBJISMSp^Kli^MK^^

Juniors and Seniors,

I

NOW IS THE TIME TO OBIT"! PAT NEW
SUIT FOR SPRING HOLIOIYS- TAILORED
TO MEASURE. PRICES 11S.5H IP UP.

I

HOKE SLOAN'S

ow it..
f
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ua/isfy
WHEN smokers keep buying the
same cigarette day after day...
it's a pretty good sign that they're
getting what they want... mildness,
better taste — a smoke that's always
the same.
So we're going right on making
Chesterfields just as we always have
. . . selecting choice, ripe tobaccos
. . . ageing them . . . blending and
cross-blending them... making them
into cigarettes in the most scientific
ways that are known.

''

As long as we do these things we
know that smokers will continue to
say,"They Satisfy". For that's what
people are saying about Chesterfields.

*J^

If you smoke, why not find out
about them? A package or two will
tell you the whole story.

Ch
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THEY'RE MILDERTHEY TASTE BETTER
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